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Session on Building Innovation/Product Fit for Market by Mr. Arun

Sethuraman, Founding CEO of Crely Healthcare, Singapore - is the

fourth event in a row after registering our Institute Innovation

Council (IIC) with Ministry of Education’s Innovation Council.

IIC staff - & - student members from Narayana Professional Colleges –

Medical, Dental, Nursing, Pharmacy and Physiotherapy attended the

session. The non-IIC students and faculties also showed interest and

attended the session physically and virtually via zoom online portal.

The session was presided by Dr. S. Indira, Dean of Narayana Nursing

Colleges, Nellore, AP. The IIC – Convener, Dr. Sivakumar

Vijayaraghavalu welcomed the audience and introduced the speaker

as follows -

Good morning and Greetings to one and all present in this lecture hall;

and those who joined via zoom online portal. I, Dr. Sivakumar

Vijayaraghavalu, IIC- Convenor, Narayana Professional Colleges,

Nellore, India; with immense pleasure welcome you all to this session

on Building Innovation/Product fit for Market; on behalf of our

organization and our honorable IIC –president and dean medical

college, Dr. SP Rao; and Dean, Dental college- Dr. Ajay, Dean Nursing

College – Dr. Indira; Principals of pharmacy and physiotherapy – Dr.

Harinatha Baba & Dr. Tirupathi.



Our IIC got approved recently from MoE’s IC; we are happy to share that

in less than a month we conducted 3 activities and this is fourth one in

a row. At this juncture; would like to record, that we are able to march

at this pace; only because of the support, help and advice of our

honorable dean – Dr SP Rao. Heartfelt thanks for your help sir. He

always insists on inculcating research bent of mind in our students and

faculties and ardent advocate of importance and building of Innovation

ecosystem.

Today’s speaker – Mr. Arun Sethuraman, was kind enough and readily

accepted to deliver a talk despite his busy schedule. He founded Crely

Healthcare solutions in 2017 with a mission to reduce post - Surgical

Site Infections and to improve the health outcomes and patient

experience.

Prior to Crely he worked as a president and International – Group

Information Officer for Stryker Corporation, Michigan, USA based

Medical Device Company, where he led the transformation of

technology services for all markets outside the USA; through smart

integrations with hospitals & other value chain partners.



He also championed the setting up of Asiapacific MedTech CIO

roundtable under the APACMed umbrella to bring CIOs together to

collaborate on Industry –wide issues and opportunities. He is also the

vice-chair for APACMed Startup committee leadership team. Serves as

advisory board member in SMART – Singapore – MIT alliance for

research and technology.

Mr. Arun also held multiple global roles with Merck group, a German

Multinational Company on Science and Technologies.

He won a global leadership award for improving the quality of life for

Multiple Sclerosis patients using digital health solutions.

He was also held business and technology leadership roles at Nike and

GM, in all segments from manufacturing to retail management. He did

his bachelors in electronics and telecommunication engineering in

Tamil Nadu. He is an alumnus of Harvard Business school. He is a

perfect example of what an engineer can offer to the field of medicine.

The bridge between Engineering and medicine is narrowing and it

should be connected to improve life quality of all of us and our future

generations. With this say; I welcome our honorable dean to address

the audience.



Post speaker introduction; Mr. Arun Sethuraman, delivered his talk.

The session was highly informative and interactive; he presented the

case study and asked questions from it; IIC – student member named

Ms. Vengamma answered brilliantly and got applause from the all in

the auditorium including the guest speaker. For same problem, Dr.

Chinni Suneel, Professor and IIC- staff member answered in a different

perspective which was also much appreciated by audience. The PPTs of

Mr. Arun’ talk can be found below. His talk on building innovation

created much interest among the staff and student members, many

questions were asked even after the session. The dental staff

members, had a round table discussion for more than hour with the

guest speaker; they were requesting his inputs in inventing non-

invasive devices to address the problems they face in their dental

practices. For example, a healthy discussion was done on the need to

innovate a non-invasive device to predict gingivitis prior it adversely

affects the gums and bones in school children; can be a simple tool

that can be used in prevalence studies. Another issue is the insertion of

intubation tube in Trauma cases in Emergency; the dental doctor

explained the difficulty in inserting the guiding wire and intubation

tube in trauma cases with minimal or no damage to the wind pipe to

provide anesthesia to do the surgery. Similarly, other dental issues was

discussed and requested Mr. Arun to come up with innovative devices

to help patients in the clinics. Mr. Arun’s PPT’s are given below.
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Who is your “real” customer 
& 

How to reach them?



You have a 

“job-to-do”





We have 

a solution





You have a 
“job-to-do”

You are 
willing & able 

to pay

We have a 
solution





In this case your customer

• Has the need

• Communicates the need

• Decides that your product would satisfy the need 

• Knows how to use the product 

• Has the skill and ability to use the product 

• Has the willingness & ability to pay

• Makes the decision to purchase the product

• Transacts with you through your channels

• Benefits from using the product



You have 
a 

“job-to-do”







vs



vs













In this case who has/does what?

• Has the need

• Communicates the need 

• Requires a consultation with a subject matter expert 

• Decides that your product would satisfy the need

• Knows how to use the product 

• Has the skill and ability to use the product 

• Has the willingness & ability to pay

• Makes the decision to purchase the product

• Transacts with you through your channels

• Benefits from using the product



The Healthcare Stakeholder Map (Source: AdvaMed)

Who are all your 
stakeholders? 

Who is your 
Customer 





Example of a stakeholder map.



Example of a stakeholder map



Stakeholder stake & impact analysis



Case Study



An uneventful patient journey

Pain, 
Loss of function, 
Threat to life …

Positive 
Outcomes

Pre-operative
preparation

Post-operative
recovery

Discharge
to home

SurgeryHospital 
admission



Surgical Site Infections (SSI) are 
the #1 cause for unplanned 
hospital readmissions 

Sources: WHO, CDC, The Lancet, Johns Hopkins University



We found that 2000 years on, clinicians still rely on actual 
physical observation of the surgical wound to determine if 
an infection is present

Infection may be present 

but not show any outward 

clinical signs and thus 

would be missed

Just a 45 hour delay (say, 

from Friday night to 

Monday morning) in 

treatment of SSI increases 

odds by 3.8x of infection-

related deaths

Symptoms and signs of 

infection are the same as the 

‘normal’ recovery; detection 

is usually only possible when 

the infection is firmly 

established, such as pus 

within a wound

Problem #1: Problem #2: Problem #3:



There is a huge unmet need for a credible 
and reliable post-operative wound 

monitoring, and an early warning system 
for surgical site infections.



Exercise



The Healthcare Stakeholder Map (Source: AdvaMed)

• Who is your customer?

• What is the product?

• Who makes the decision to 
use your product?

• Who uses it?

• Who pays for it?

• Who gets what?

• What is the value equation?

Use the stakeholder map 
& 

work in pairs for 5 min.



How to 

reach your 

customer :





Go-To-Market Options

Credits: McKinsey



How do you get paid?

The Healthcare Stakeholder Map (Source: AdvaMed)



What is the value chain?



Summary

• Complex stakeholder relationships in the 

MedTech industry 

 Develop a deeper understanding of the pain 

points and who does what

 Carefully orchestrate every interaction 

between your stakeholders

• Engage all relevant stakeholders early in your 

commercialization journey

• Sales, Distribution & Service strategy is very 

important to succeed in your target market



Sample Certificate given to participants 
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